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INTRODUCTION  
 
Water level reduction with GNSS [FIG Commission 4 Working Group 4.2 2006, Dodd and Mills 2011] 
requires the availability of the ellipsoidal heights of CD, i.e. the Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT) as 
adopted by the International Hydrographic Organization [International Hydrographic Organization, 
2011, Technical Resolution 3/1919]. LAT is defined as the lowest tide level to occur under average 
meteorological conditions and under any combination of astronomical conditions. Ideally, the 
ellipsoidal heights of LAT are derived from the analysis of time series of observed water levels relative 
to a reference ellipsoid at tide gauges, GNSS buoys, or satellite radar altimeter crosstracks. Here, 
radar altimeter data are crucial in case one aims to derive an area covering surface, since only these 
data have a homogeneous spatial coverage. In shallow water, however, the limited temporal 
resolution of radar altimeter data does not allow to resolve all relevant tidal constituents. Hence, in 
order to obtain an accurate, area covering realization of the ellipsoidal heights of LAT in these waters, 
LAT values determined at tide gauge stations are complemented by LAT values derived from a shallow 
water tide model after adding the modeled LAT values to an altimetry-derived MSL model [e.g., 
Simon, 2001, Turner et al., 2010] including some interpolation procedure to bridge the gap between 
tide gauge stations and MSL data from satellite radar altimetry. Here, the MSL represents the water 
level under average meteorological conditions and is identified as the model’s reference surface. This 
procedure, however, cannot be applied in coastal regions and estuaries, since these regions lack 
reliable radar altimeter data (i.e. information about MSL). Here we develop an alternative procedure 
for LAT realization in coastal waters that does not rely upon MSL data from satellite radar altimetry. 
The procedure will be used in the future to realize LAT in Dutch coastal waters, the Wadden Sea, and 
the Western and Eastern Scheldt estuaries.   
 
In this study, LAT will be modeled relative to a geoid, after which the ellipsoidal heights of LAT will be 
obtained by adding geoid heights to the modeled LAT values. The use of a geoid instead of MSL has 
the advantage that the former can be realized everywhere and does not leave a gap along the coast 
as satellite radar altimetry does. Modeling LAT relative to a geoid is realized by i) the explicit modeling 
of the average meteorological and steric conditions as required by the definition of LAT and ii) 
referencing the hydrodynamic model to the chosen geoid. Another advantage of this approach is that 
it is conceptually consistent; unlike MSL, both the geoid and the model’s reference surface are 
equipotential surfaces. Moreover, this approach allows for the inclusion of temporal variations in the 
definition of the average meteorological conditions. The latter reason follows from a precise 
interpretation of the LAT definition that the average meteorological conditions in spring and those in 
fall should be included separately. 
 
For the user of LAT, its definition may suggest that instantaneous water levels will hardly drop below 
LAT. On the other hand, it is well-known that meteorological conditions have a significant influence on 
the water level in the North Sea. Besides the issue of obtaining an accurate representation of the 
ellipsoidal heights of the LAT surface using hydrodynamic models, obtaining insight into the probability 
of a water level lower than LAT will be the other major topic of this paper. Similarly to Slobbe et al. 
[2012a], the model used in this study is the Dutch Continental Shelf Model version 5 (DCSM), which is 
a 2D tide-surge model that we extended to account for the horizontal variations in water density. 
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In this article, we will first introduce the extended DCSM 2D tide-surge model and describe the data 
sets used in the numerical experiments. Next, we will present and discuss the results of an experiment 
designed to investigate the capability of the hydrodynamic model to determine LAT relative to the 
geoid by including the average month-to-month variations in meteorological and steric conditions. 
Next, we will present the probability that the instantaneous water level drops below LAT, and propose 
a probabilistic method to realize a Chart Datum. Finally, we conclude by emphasizing the main 
findings and by some concluding remarks. A more extended analysis is presented in Slobbe et al. 
[2012b].  
 
EXTENDED DCSM MODEL AND DATA SETS 
 
In this study we will model LAT relative to the European Gravimetric Geoid 2008 (EGG08) [Denker et 
al., 2008], which is the state-of-the-art geoid model for Europe. Furthermore, we will compute the 
probabilities that the instantaneous water level drop below LAT. In all our experiments, we will model 
the water levels with a time step of 10 minutes over the period January 1, 1984 to January 1, 2004.  
 
The extended Dutch Continental Shelf Model 
 
The numerical model used in this study is the extended Dutch continental shelf model (DCSM) 
described by Slobbe et al. [2012a] (the original DCSM model is described by Gerritsen et al. [1995], 
Verlaan et al. [2005]). DCSM was developed to make tide and surge forecasts over the full nodal cycle 
in order to support operational management of the Eastern Scheldt storm surge barrier. The model is 
based on the WAQUA software package [Leendertse, 1967, Stelling, 1984] for depth-integrated flow. 
WAQUA includes the non-linear surge-tide interaction and is based on the depth-integrated shallow 
water equations. DCSM covers the area of the northwest European continental shelf to at least the 
200 m depth contour, i.e. 12°W to 13°E and 48°N to 62.3°N, and has a horizontal resolution of 
1/8°×1/12° (approximately 8×9 km) in longitude and latitude, respectively. 
 
Although in the original model formulation the water density was assumed to be uniform, here we will 
allow for horizontal variations in water density. In the North Sea, these variations induce a 3D flow 
structure that cannot be handled by a 2D shallow water model. Hence, the water density is treated as 
a diagnostic variable computed from temperature and salinity values derived from a 3D hydrodynamic 
model using the international thermodynamic equation of seawater 2010 (TEOS-10) [IOC, SCOR and 
IAPSO, 2010]. In the model equations this contribution shows up by the depth-averaged baroclinic 
pressure gradient terms. 
 
In order to obtain a unique solution of the equations, a set of boundary conditions is prescribed. 
Through closed boundaries, where neither inflow nor outflow can occur, the flow velocity normal to 
the boundary is set equal to zero. At the open sea boundaries, water levels are prescribed referring to 
the EGG08 geoid as discussed in detail in Slobbe et al. [2012a]. As shown by Slobbe et al. [2012a], in 
this way we obtain a model that provides water levels relative to the geoid. Note that in case water 
enters the model domain, the prescription of water level is supplemented by the condition that the 
velocity parallel to the open sea boundary is zero. 
 
Wind and Mean Sea Level pressure 
 
As meteorological input data we used the publicly available data derived during the interim reanalysis 
project ERA-Interim, performed by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 
(ECMWF). ERA-Interim covers the period from January 1, 1979 onwards and provides 3-hourly grids 
with a spatial resolution of 1.5° × 1.5°; the data are available from the ECMWF data server. For a 
description of the model, the data assimilation method, and the input data sets used in ERA-Interim 
we refer to Dee et al. [2011].  
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Monthly mean salinity, temperature and water levels  
 
Salinity and temperature fields used to compute the density variations and hence the depth-averaged 
baroclinic pressure gradients, are obtained from the Atlantic- European North West Shelf- Ocean 
Physics Hindcast performed by the Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory (POL), hereafter referred to 
as POL’s hindcast [Holt et al., 2005]. This hindcast over 45 years (1960 - 2004) was performed with 
the Atlantic Margin Model, a coupled hydrodynamic-ecosystem model. Its hydrodynamics are supplied 
by the POL 3D baroclinic model (POL3DB) [Holt and James, 2001, Holt et al., 2001], which is part of 
the POL Coastal Ocean Modeling System, while the ecosystem component is supplied by the European 
Regional Seas Ecosystem Model [Blackford et al., 2004]. The model fully covers the northwest 
European continental shelf, its domain ranging from 20°W to 13°E and 40°N to 65°N. The horizontal 
resolution is comparable to that of DCSM, 1/6°×1/9° in longitude and latitude, respectively. The 
model has 42 terrain-following coordinate levels in the vertical. 
 
MODELING LAT RELATIVE TO EGG08 
 
In this experiment LAT relative to EGG08 will be computed by forcing the model with astronomical 
tide and the average monthly variations in the meteorological forcing and steric forcing contributions. 
The LAT value per grid point is derived as the minimum modeled water level over the entire time 
series. The average monthly variations in the meteorological and steric contributions are computed by 
averaging for each calendar month, all available forcing fields over a period of 20 years (1984-2004). 
The obtained yearly time series have been used for the twenty year model run. In order to avoid 
jumps in the modeled water levels in the transition from month to month, the obtained time series are 
interpolated to 3-hourly values (the original temporal resolution of the meteo data) using a cubic 
spline interpolation. Here, we assigned the monthly means to the mid-epochs of each month. The 
meteorological and steric forcing contributions to the tidal water levels prescribed at the open sea 
boundaries are obtained in the same way as was used to derive the average monthly variations. For 
more details about the experimental setup we refer to Slobbe et al. [2012b]. 
 
The modeled LAT surface is shown in Fig. 1. Many of the features shown in this map are consistent 
with oceanographic expectations like coincidence of the locations where the modeled LAT values 
approaches zero with the well-known amphidromic system in the northwest European continental 
shelf. The minimum and maximum differences between the LAT surface obtained in this experiment 
and the one obtained using the original approach [Slobbe et al., 2012b, Experiment I] are -15.8 and 
5.7 cm, while the RMS is 5.5 cm. The largest differences are observed west of the Danish coast. 
 

 

Figure 1: Lowest Astronomical Tide relative 
to EGG08 computed over the full simulation 
period January 1, 1984 - January 1, 2004. 
The grey lines in the map show the contour 
lines of the bathymetry. The data will be 
made publicly available by the Hydrographic 
Service of the Royal Netherlands Navy. 

 

Validation  
 
The obtained LAT surface is validated using LAT values at 92 onshore and 10 offshore tide gauges. 
Between 95 and 103 constituents are estimated depending on the station. The length of the time 
series varies between 2.5 years and 20 years. The set of constituents used to derive the observed LAT 
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values is that set for which the RMS of the differences between the observed water levels and the 
reconstructed astronomical tide is lowest. The obtained differences between observed and modeled 
LAT reveal a mixture of errors in both model and observations. In Slobbe et al. [2012b], we found 
that systematic errors in the representation of the tidal amplitude dominate. After correction for all 
known systematic differences, the average difference between observed and modeled LAT equals -9.1 
cm with minimum and maximum deviations of -53.6 and 15.1 cm, respectively. Using the standard 
deviations of the differences between observed and modeled tidal minima, we performed a test to 
evaluate the statistical significance of these differences. For three stations, the observed differences 
are statistically significant at the 99% confidence level. These are located in the Irish Sea where 
DCSM representation is known to be lower than average. In Slobbe et al. [2012b], we also showed 
that the choice of the set of tidal constituents for each tide gauge has a significant influence on the 
estimated LAT value at this station. Whether the sets used in this study are a good choice is further 
investigated. 
 
THE SAFETY OF LAT AS A CHART DATUM ASSESSED 
 
Besides the fact that all predicted tidal water levels become positive in sign, another main motivation 
to use LAT as CD is that LAT provides an indication of the minimal water depth that can be expected 
under average meteorological conditions and hence provides a sense of safety. Indeed, any surface 
above LAT results in charted depths that are occasionally larger than the true depth, which might lead 
to a false sense of safety. However, it is well-known that meteorological conditions can result in water 
levels below LAT, especially in shallow waters. Hence, the sense of safety evoked by the use of LAT as 
CD is only justified in case the probability that the instantaneous water level drops below LAT is low.  
 
In this study, the probabilities that the minimum instantaneous water levels in periods of tidal minima 
are below LAT are computed using time series of the modeled instantaneous water levels. In Slobbe 
et al. [2012b], we show that in the eastern part of the North Sea, these probabilities appear to be in 
the order of once per month to once per week. As could be expected, these probabilities are largest in 
winter, followed by spring, fall and summer. The probabilities in winter and summer differ, 
approximately, half an order of magnitude. The varying probability that the water level is below LAT 
motivated us to propose a CD definition as the probability that the actual water level falls below the 
defined level. Without attempting to prescribe how large the probability should be, we realized CD 
using this approach for different probabilities and quantified the differences to LAT. As shown in 
Slobbe et al. [2012b], even for a probability of once per year, the probabilistic CD would be below LAT 
by several decimeters.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we have modeled the LAT surface relative to the European Gravimetric Geoid 2008 
(EGG2008) using the extended and vertically referenced DCSM model. The data will be made publicly 
available by the Hydrographic Service of the Royal Netherlands Navy. In addition, we performed an 
assessment of the suggested sense of safety of the LAT Chart Datum. 
 
A comparison of the obtained LAT surface with the one obtained using the original approach reveals 
significant large differences. The obtained differences between observed and modeled LAT reveal a 
mixture of errors in both model and observations. Significant improvements are expected when the 
successor of the DCSM version 5 model is used. DCSM version 6 provides a much better 
representation of the tide due to, amongst others, increased spatial resolution and incorporation of 
more physics. 
 
From our experiment aimed to investigate whether the sense of safety evoked by using LAT as CD is 
justified, we conclude that this is not the case; in the eastern part of the North Sea we found that 
actual water level drops below LAT during periods of tidal minima once per month to once per week. 
The results suggest that a probabilistic CD definition better suits practical needs. Such a definition has 
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the additional advantages that it offers an opportunity to realize CD unambiguously and is much 
easier to validate. 
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